In recent years, patients usually accept more accurate and detailed examinations because of the rapid advances in medical technology. Many of the examination reports are not represented in numerical data, but text documents written by the medical examiners based on the observations from the instruments and biochemical tests. If the above-mentioned unstructured data can be organized as a report in a structured form, it will help doctors to understand a patient's status of the various examinations more efficiently. Besides, further association analysis on the structuralized data can be performed to identify potential factors that affect a disease. In this paper, from the pathology examination reports of renal diseases, we applied the POS tagging results of natural language analysis to automatically extract the keyword phrases. Then a medical dictionary for various examination
items in an examination report is established, which is used as the basic information for retrieving the terms to construct a structured form of the report.
Moreover, a topical probability modeling method is applied to automatically discover the candidate keyword phrases of the examination items from the reports. Finally, a system is implemented to generate the structured form for the various examination items in a report according to the constructed medical dictionary. The results of the experiments showed that the methods proposed in this paper can effectively construct a structural form of examination reports. Furthermore, the keywords of the popular examination items can be extracted correctly. The above techniques will help automatic processing and analysis of medical text reports.
Background 3
With the advance of technology, medical and healthcare data continues to rise which is easier to collect. How to discover useful information from the targeted medical data in order to further optimize various medical services has become one of the important research topics. The electronic medical records (EMR) system provides an environment for storing all of the health information of the patients in an electronic format. The data includes the descriptions on medication, laboratory test results, and symptoms of patients recorded by the doctors. Accordingly, the analysis on this type of records will be a direct way to understand the progress of a disease, which can assist healthcare professionals to make accurate and efficient medical treatment for patients.
Recent advancement in medical technology allows for more meticulous and detailed examinations for patients. However, many of the examination reports are not represented in numerical form. Instead, the reports contain text descriptions for the results shown in a medical equipment and observations of technical inspection provided by a medical technologist. From these unstructured examination reports, it often requires time for a doctor to read and understand what unusual problems occur in order to diagnose medical conditions and propose the proper treatments.
Converting an unstructured text examination report into a structured one can help doctors understand a patient's conditions for various examined items more effectively and efficiently. Moreover, it facilitates the doctor's breakdown of the different classification criteria for medical records and further analyzes the relevance of clinical symptoms to identify potential factors affecting the disease.
Accordingly, the technology of transferring an unstructured examination report into a structured one is important and in practical needs, which can further improve the working efficiency and quality for the healthcare professionals. 4 The research goal of this paper is to construct a system for converting an unstructured English medical report into a structured form to display. In this study, we studied the nephrology medical examination reports. Sethi and Sanjeev et. al [17] proposed that a nephrology medical examination report should include the following eight paragraphs, which contain the different examination items and contents, respectively: 1) Main diagnosis (Diagnosis), 2) Electron Microscopy Examination (EM), 3) Examination status of electron microscope (Comment/Narrative), 4) The size and numbers of the sliced specimen (Specimen type), 5) General description of the spliced specimen (Gross description), 6) Examination of Light Microscope (LM), 7) Chromosome examination (DIF), and 8) Report Conclusion (Summary). Within an examination report, if the contents correspond to the above paragraphs, which are surely follow the certain order.
Paragraph (1) , (3) and (8) are abstracts for the symptoms and examination results summarized by a doctor. The goal of processing these paragraphs is to extract the main diagnosis including the judgment of the main disease and the descriptions for abnormality of the pathological examines. Moreover, paragraph (2), (4), (5) , (6) , and (7) are special inspection contents for the various inspection items observed and recorded. The goal of processing is to indicate the resultant options for a specific inspection items. Figure 1 shows an example of a nephrology examination report, the content in the report is separated according to the paragraphs. The strategies proposed in this paper will automatically extract the result of each examination item as shown in Table 1 (in the Supplementary Files).
The data set used in this study consists of 476 examination reports of anonymous patients in the Department of Nephrology of China Medical University Hospital. All the contents of the report are written in English. The contribution of this paper are 5 as follows:
We design a keyword phrase extraction method, which can be used to construct a vocabulary dictionary from the clinical examination reports automatically.
A strategy is proposed to automatically discover the keyword terms which represent the examination items from the examination reports.
According to the constructed vocabulary dictionary, a system prototype is constructed to organize the results of the various examination items in structured form.
The processing of the proposed system includes two parts: the offline training and the online processing. The offline processing is shown in Figure 2 , in which the reports are inputted to a natural language processing tool in batches to get their part-of-speech tagging at first. Then a medical dictionary is built for each paragraph in the report. Besides, another module is proposed for automatically discovering the keyword terms of examinations terms by analyzing the topical terms in each paragraph of an examination report. The online processing is shown in Figure 3 , in which an examination report will be converted into a structured form of report based on the dictionary and keyword phrases extracted from the offline training results.
At first, each examination report is segmented into paragraphs. According to the established vocabulary dictionary, the continuous vocabulary words are combined into keyword phrases according to their part-of-speech tags in the content of paragraphs. Then the words with typos can be corrected by their similar keywords with higher frequencies. To perform the key terms extraction, each paragraph in a report is assumed to describe a specific topic content for the examination. Therefore, the LDA statistical generative model is used to discover the 6 representative topic words for each paragraph as candidate keywords of the examination items. By computing the entropy of the topic words in the various paragraphs of the report, the general terms and specific terms of the examination items are distinguishable. The specific item terms are extracted accordingly, which are used as binary attributes to represent the examination result with a structured form.
The following sections of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related works. Section 3 explains the method for constructing the medical vocabulary dictionary and introduces the strategies of discovering the keyword terms of examination items, which are used to show the examination results in a structured form. Section 4 provides the evaluation results of the proposed system.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and discusses the future work.
Related Works
With the advance of information technology, medical records can be collected and maintained easily. Therefore, the clinical data of a lot of patients are stored in a database in electronic form such as medical diagnoses, medications, and examination reports. How to apply the data mining strategies properly to find association information from medical records, which can be used as a decisionmaking reference, has become an attracting research direction in recent years.
Unstructured clinical notes contain a wealth of information about each patient, but
extracting it is a difficult problem by its complete lack of structure. This makes deriving information about patient characteristics from clinical notes a computationally challenging task that requires sophisticated NLP (Natural Language Processing) tools and techniques such as cTAKES [16] and MetaMap [1] .
Information extraction has been exploited in some clinical research domains [20] , studies show mostly used clinical IE approaches are rule-based and machine learning-based. One of a common form of rule-based method is based on regular expressions, which many of the defined search patterns are recognized and written manually. Savova et al. [15] used regular expressions to identify peripheral arterial disease (PAD). A positive PAD was extracted when the predefined patterns were matched.
Machine learning-based methods have gained attention because of their effectiveness. Nandhakumar et al. [12] use a word-level, sentence-level features and applied Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) model [8] to extract the clinically significant parts of the radiology reports. Then, the reports are classified into critical or non-critical categories which help physicians to identify high priority reports that need urgent treatment. [7] proposed a mortality prediction for the patients in the intensive care units in order to make a most appropriate decision.
The authors believe that the nursing notes within a recent time period can identify hidden clues about the physical condition of a patient, which is useful to decide the priority of handling matters. A state transition topic model is established to capture the semantic information in a nursing note. Then the n-grams, standard topics, state-aware topics, states etc. are used as the extracted features for a costsensitive SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifier to perform mortality prediction. [5, 10] also considered the problem of mortality prediction from the nursing notes.
The former [5] used LDA (Latent Dirichlet allocation) [3] to decompose free-text notes into meaningful features, after that, the SVM classifier is used to predict mortality. On the other hand, the latter [10] used topic model distribution as features, then a logical linear regression method is used to predicting mortality 8 probability.
[6] used electronic medical records (EMRs) to automatically construct a medical knowledge graph in hope to help improving the treatment decision-making for patients. For a given medical question, the answer is first discovered and then the scientific articles containing the answer is selected and ranked. The proposed method establishes the information in an electronic medical record with the Markov network model to create a medical knowledge map. The probability of each connected edge in the pattern structure is computed. Finally, the probability values of possible answers is inferred from a probabilistic knowledge graph, which is automatically generated by processing the unstructured text in a large collection of electronic medical records (EMRs).
[9] believed that medication feedback can be extracted by the posts of patients in a social media site, which is useful to obtain the possible reaction of drugs from the response of patients. The researches of [4, 11] aimed to find out the status and factors of adverse drug reactions from the discussions of the Internet users about the reaction of drug usage. The method proposed in [4] finds out the structure grammar between drugs, symptoms, and diseases in sentences from the discussion of drugs on Internet forum. Then unsupervised relation extraction method is used to discover the domain-specific relation patterns. The post-processing algorithm then merges the missing or incomplete sentences into complete sentences. Finally, from the extracted sentences, the lift measure is applied to evaluate the correlation between a drug and a symptom.
[2] thinks it is a complicated problem to answer what diseases a patient has only according to the textual description of symptoms of the patient. The reason is that the same symptoms may occur in many diseases, which makes it difficult to decide 9 the disease of a patient only from part of the symptoms. Moreover, this property makes it not easy to search the similar cases of a patient. The problems described above show the demand of the research studied in this paper. To get a structured form of a textual examination report, a database of diseases and the clinical features can be established according to the extracted structured content. Accordingly, the doctors can query the diseases by querying different clinical features as conditions, and further analyze the correlation of diseases and results of examination items.
Keyword extraction is a critical technology to get semantic information from examination reports, which aims to obtain the keywords which represent the main points in the report, which are used for subsequent analysis. [14] considered the problem of entity set expansion. The purpose is to find a set of entities by giving one or a few seed examples, which belong to the same semantic class. For example, the entity "apple" is a kind of fruit. Therefore, entity set expansion would like to find the entities such as "banana", "orange" and etc. which are also fruits. To extract the sibling relations from text, one important feature is the Skip-gram because it provides positional constraints on the contextual words with regard to the target term. Accordingly, for a given keyword, the surrounding text is more likely to appear as an extension of the keyword. [19] aimed to extract the general knowledge from the narratives of movies. For example, for a sentence "The man began to shoot a video in the moving bus", the goal is to discover the facts ("the man", "began to shoot", "a video") and ("the man", "began to shoot", "in the moving bus") described in the sentence. One of the pre-processing steps is to perform text segmentation to extract the syntactic phrases in the sentence. Accordingly, the OpenNLP is used to decompose sentence into ("the man"), ("began to shoot"), ("a video"), ("in"), and ("the moving bus"). Upon completing the above pre-processing, the semantic dependencies between these phrases are analyzed to generate the fact triples. This paper provides some ideas of text segmentation for semantics analysis.
Methods

of Medical Dictionary Construction
In this section, we will describe the pre-processing on the examination reports in order to establish a dictionary of the medical vocabulary for the reports.
Pre-processing of Examination Reports
In order to establish a dictionary of medical vocabulary, the whole corpus of the examination reports is pre-processed, which includes paragraph segmentation and part-of-speech tagging.
<1> Paragraph Segmentation
As shown in the introduction, a nephrology medical examination report itself has the structural aspects of the 8 paragraphs: 1) Diagnosis, 2) EM, 3) Comment/Narrative, 4) Specimen type, 5) Gross description, 6) LM, 7) DIF, and 8) Summary. The text descriptions of each paragraph are distinct, and the frequencies of the words within them are also different. Therefore, this paper will establish the corresponding dictionaries of different paragraphs. In order to achieve this goal, the contents of the examination report must be automatically segmented according to the patterns appearing at the beginning of the paragraph, as shown in Table 2 (Supplementary   Files) . After a report is segmented into paragraphs as the result shown in Table 3 (Supplementary Files), which will be proceed to perform part-of-speech tagging. 
Medical Dictionary Construction
After the corpus of examination reports are pre-processed, the next step is to construct the medical dictionary for the different paragraphs in a clinical examination report. The detailed processing of constructing the dictionary include the following three steps.
<Step 1>
At first, the pre-processing result of the examination reports are collected, as shown in Table 4 (in the Supplementary Files). Next, the continuous words appearing in the sentences are combined into a vocabulary term according to some specific pattern rules as shown in Table 5 (in the Supplementary Files) . Then the extracted vocabulary terms are organized into the following two dictionaries:
Adjective vocabulary dictionary: which includes the adjectives and the compound adjectives (continuous adjectives).
Proper noun vocabulary dictionary: which includes the nouns and the compound nouns. The compound nouns are further divided into: (1) a combination of nouns which uses the last noun word as the base word; (2) the compound noun has an adjective as its prefix word.
<Step 2>
In this step, the extracted phrases in step 1 are refined to filter out the semantics meaningless words according to the following rules: (1) the noun-phrases with medical meaningless ending words are removed, and (2) Supplementary Files) . These meaningless words are given manually.
<Step 3>
The typos appearing in the clinical reports usually occur due to additional characters or missing characters. In order to filter out the typos in the dictionary, we apply the Longest Common Subsequence [13] algorithm to estimate the similarity between the extracted phrases. If two words are similar to each other, the word with a less frequency is replaced by the other.
Step 3-1: Filter out the typos based on ending words.
Let b i and b j denote two different base words, which are the last words of the extracted phrases. Because the additional characters or missing characters of typos usually occur in the middle or the ending of a word, the initial characters of b i and b j should be the same. Let max_len(b i , b j ) denotethe maximal length between b i and b j , and LCS(b i , b j ) denote the length of the longest common subsequence of b i and b j . Then the typing error between b i and b j is computed by max_len
Next, max_len(b i , b j ) is multiplied by 1/d to get a threshold value, denoted as
, of the typing error between b i and b j , as shown in equation 2.
When the typing error is less than or equal to the threshold value ComBaseT(b i , b j ), b i and b j are considered to occur a typing error and ComBaseF(b i , b j ) is set to be 1;
Let B i and B j denote the set of phrases whose base words are b i and b j , respectively.
Besides, F(b i ) and F(b j ) denote the frequencies of b i and b j , respectively. If Assume there are two sets of phrases with different base words, as shown in Table 7 (in the Supplementary Files) . At first, check the base words with initial letter 'g' in pairs. Next, Eq. 1 is used to compute the typing error between the base words:
'glomerulonephritis' and 'glomerulonephritiss'. Because ErrBaseW ('glomerulonephritis', 'glomerulonephritiss') is 1 and the threshold of the merging the base words ComBaseT('glomerulonephritis', 'glomerulonephritiss') is 4 when d is set to 5.
According to Eq. 3, the typing error 1 is acceptable, it results in the two base words are corrected into the one with a higher frequency. Because F('glomerulonephritis') > F('glomerulonephritiss'), the words in the set with base word 'glomerulonephritiss' is modified to have a base word 'glomerulonephritis'.
Step 3-2: Perform a filtering operation on a set B i consisting of the phrases with the same base word.
Let P i and P j denoted two phrases in the set B i , which have the same base words. 14 Let P i .w 1 ,… , P i .w n denote the sequence of words in P i and P j .w 1 ,… , P j .w m denote sequence of words in P j . If both P i and P j consist of the same number of words, the typing errors between these two phrases are counted. Otherwise, P i and P j are considered to be different phrases, as shown in Eq. 4.
Eq. 5 is used to compute typing errors between P i .w k and P j .w k for k = 1 to n. Eq. 6 is used to compute the threshold value of typing errors for w 1 to w n .
If the typing error of any word w k in P i and P j are larger than the threshold CountContentT(P i .w k , P j .w k ), P i and P j are considered to be two different phrases, as shown in Eq 7. Otherwise, if the frequency of P i is larger than P j , i.e. F(P i )> F(P j ), P j is considered as a typo of P i and thus modified to be P i .
(Eq. 7)
Example 3-2
Suppose that a set of phrases with the same base word is shown in Table 8 (in the Supplementary Files). Let P i and P j denote "mildd tubular atrophy" and "mild tubular atrophy" in the set, respectively. At first, Eq. 4 is used to determine whether "mild tubular atrophy" and "mildd tubular atrophyis" consist of the same number of words. Then for each word in the prefix of the two phrases, the typing error is compared with the error threshold, where ErrContentW('tubular', 'tubular')=0 and ErrContentW('mild', 'mildd') =1, and the threshold values ComContentT('tubular', 'tubular') = 2 and ComContentT('mild', 'mild') = 1. Because each word in the two phrases satisfying the checking process of typing error, these two phrases are combined together. Because F("mild tubular atrophy") > F("mildd tubular atrophy"), the phrase "mildd tubular atrophy" is modified to be "mild tubular atrophy". Accordingly, the frequency count of "mild tubular atrophy" is updated to be 45.
Usage of Medical Dictionary
This section introduces how to use the medical vocabulary dictionary to perform structuralization for the medical reports. The following two subsections will introduce the overall processing of structuralization and how to automatically extract the keywords for each special inspection item.
Methods of Structuralization
Based on the examination items given by the physicians, the structuralized processing proposed in this paper focuses on two kinds of contents: 1) the summary content in the report, and 2) the results of special inspection items. The summary content includes three paragraphs in a report: the diagnosis, the comment/narrative, and the summary paragraphs. The results of special inspection items consist of five paragraphs: the paragraphs of EM, specimen type, gross description, LM, and DIF.
<1> Match dictionary to extract keyword list
Each paragraph with the summary content in an examination report is inputted into the structuralization module. Entity extraction is performed by matching the words in a paragraph with the vocabularies in the dictionary according to the pre-defined matching priorities. Then the phrases which represent entity concepts are extracted from the examination report to generate the examination report's keyword phrases.
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The matching priorities are as follows:
(1) The vocabularies with length less than 2 in the dictionary is not matched.
(2) The compound vocabularies consisting of more words have higher priorities to be matched.
(3) If the vocabularies have the same number of words, the vocabularies with higher frequency have higher priorities to be matched.
(4) Finally, the negative word list, as shown in Files) . When a negative word appears, it is combined with its following keyword. After completing the above processing, a list KP of keyword phrases for the paragraph of the summary content is created.
<2> Categorize the summary content
The keyword phrases in the summary content need to be divided into different categories: procedure, primary diagnosis, and additional features. The vocabularies with the same base word are discovered when constructing the vocabulary dictionary. Accordingly, by inputting the base keywords of a certain procedure/disease as shown in Table 11 (in the Supplementary Files), the system can automatically match all the specific procedures and disease subtypes with the given base keywords.
Let S procedure and S diagnosis correspond to the sets of base keywords of procedure and diseases, respectively. By matching the base word of each keyword phrase in KP with the base keywords in S procedure and S diagnosis , individually, the matched keyword phrases will be assigned to the corresponding categories. The rest of the keyword phrases, whose based words are not matched the base keywords of the procedure or the primary diagnosis, are categorized into the additional features.
Example 3-3
Assume the content in the diagnosis paragraph of an examination report is shown in Files) . The extracted phrases by matching with the vocabularies in the dictionary for the list of keyword phrases and denoted as KP, which consists of 7 phrases identified by 1 to 7. The base word of k1 matched the base keyword 'biopsy' of procedure. Therefore, keyword phrase 1 is assigned into the procedure category. By performing the similar processing, keyword phrases 2, Files) shows an example with the results of special inspection items, which is a paragraph of DIF. For the results of special inspection items, the structuralized result must show the detailed observations for specific inspection items. The detailed results are usually described by continuous adjectives, such as "diffuse segmental coarse granular" appearing in the example.
Therefore, in addition to the noun dictionary, an adjective dictionary is also used for matching when extracting the keyword phrase list KP from the results of special inspection items.
Next, according to the given specific keywords of each examination item for the structured report, the words in the extracted keyword phrase in KP are stemmed and compared with keywords of each examination item to decide which options of the examination item appearing. Negative words should be considered to decide 'present' or 'absence' of an examination item, as shown in Table 13 .
Automatic Keyword Extraction for Special Inspection Items
Due to the large number of inspection items, it is cumbersome and time consuming for physicians to enumerate. Moreover, some items or their options may appear in the examination report but are not listed. Therefore, we proposed a probabilistic topic modeling method to automatically extract the candidate keywords of the examination items from the extracted keyword phrase list. The extracted candidate keywords for the inspection items can be provided to the physicians for further verification in order to reduce the effort of keyword enumeration manually.
For the five paragraphs with the results of special inspection items: EM, specimen type, gross description, LM, and DIF, the following keyword extraction processing is performed on each paragraph individually.
<1> Noise removal for the paragraph dictionary
The dictionary consists of two kinds of compound nouns, including the compound nouns of combining adjective and noun or the ones of combining continuous nouns.
We use the Lift measure to estimate the association degree between the singular nouns composing a compound noun p I , as shown in Eq. 8. For a compound noun p I whose Lift value is greater than or equal to a given threshold value θ, it will be retained. Otherwise, it will be considered as a noisy vocabulary and removed from the dictionary.
<2> Find general adjectives
Among the compound nouns in the form of combining adjective and noun, we compute Entropy of each adjective to find general adjectives. Let J J n denote an adjective, and t 1 , … t m denote m different nouns appearing after J J n . Besides, P J J n + t i | J J n denotes the probability of t i appearing after J J n . E n t r o p y J J n = -∫ I = 1 n P J J n + t i | J J n * l o g P J J n + t i (Eq. 9)
According to the result of Eq. 9, if E n t r o p y J J n is larger than the threshold value 1, J J n is added into the list of general adjectives. A list of general adjectives is created after completing the entropy computation for all the adjectives in the constructed dictionary.
<3> Create candidate keyword list for examination items
We applied the LDA topic modeling method [3] to analyze the compound keyword phrases in the paragraph of certain special inspection items from the whole database for extracting the candidate keywords of the examination items. The LDA modeling assumes that each document is a mixture of various topics and each topic is described by a number of different hidden topic words. Accordingly, the LDA modeling aims to find a Dirichlet distribution which most fit the word observation of the documents in the database. Finally, we can get the probabilities of each document belonging to various hidden topics and the distributions of topic words for 20 each hidden topic. For each paragraph of certain special inspection item, we collect the compound keyword phrases extracted from the corresponding paragraph in a report as the words in a document. After performing LDA topic modeling on the same paragraph for all the reports, the topic words with higher probabilities for each hidden topic is extracted as candidate keywords of the examination items.
For each paragraph with the results of special inspection items in a report, the sentences are parsed to get their POS tagging. The words with POS tags labeled as conjunctions, articles, pronouns, adverbs, auxiliary verbs, prepositions are removed, as shown in Figure 5 . Then, the remaining words are compared with the vocabularies in the corresponding dictionary of the paragraph. The matched phrases are extracted to be the content in a document for LDA topic modeling, as shown in Figure 7 . After processing the topic words for each topic, the selected candidate keywords from each topic are collected into a set to provide the candidate keywords of the examination items in the paragraph.
<4> Extension for the candidate keyword list
In the result of the LDA topic modeling, the extracted candidate keyword list may miss the adjectives because they do not appear consecutively with the noun keywords in the report. Accordingly, it results in getting the incomplete options for the examination items. Therefore, the goal of this part of processing is to further find the general adjective to be the keywords for the options of examination items.
Let p I denote a phrase in the candidate keyword list. For each adjective J J n in the general adjective list, if J J n + p I forms a compound noun phrase in the dictionary, J J n + p I is inserted into the candidate keyword list of examination items.
Example 3-4
Assume that a keyword candidate list, a general adjective list, and a dictionary of the compound nouns are given as shown in Table 13 . Because the phrase 'basement membrane' combined with the general adjective 'thick' appearing in the dictionary, 'thick basement membrane' is inserted into the candidate keyword list, where 'thick' is a keyword of options for the observation item 'basement membrane'.
Similarly, 'diffuse' is a keyword of options for'foot processes effacement' and 'mesangial' is a keyword of options for'expansion'.
Results and Discussion
Three parts of experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed methods. The first part evaluates the effectiveness of eliminating typos by using the LCS (Longest Common Subsequence) method after establishing the medical dictionary. The second part computes the accuracy of the extracted examination item terms by adjusting the parameter settings in the calculation formula. Finally, the quality of the structured examination report constructed automatically is evaluated. 
Experimental Data Source
Evaluation on Typo Elimination using LCS
Evaluation Method
In subsection 3.2, a method is proposed for typos correction. In paragraph (1), (6) , and (8) of the report, which contain more text descriptions and the typos occur frequently. Accordingly, the noun dictionaries are established for the three paragraphs, separately, and a noun dictionary for the whole corpus of the examination reports is constructed. For each of the four different dictionaries, 40 correction cases are randomly selected, which are manually labelled to decide whether the typos are correctly eliminated by using the LCS matching. Then a precision value is computed to show the effectiveness of the typos elimination strategy for each paragraph. Then, the precision achieved by performing on three paragraphs is averaged. After determining the appropriate 1/d value setting for typos correction by using the LCS matching, the Precision, Recall, and F1-score values of the typos correction by using the noun dictionary of the whole corpus is then computed.
Result of Experiments
The precision of typos correction by correcting the base word and the content word is shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 , respectively. The result shows that when 1/d is set to 1/3, the accuracy is poor, which is intuitive. When 1/d is set to 1/3, it means that a typo is allowed among every three letters. Accordingly, it causes two different correct words wrongly matched into the same word. Furthermore, the noun dictionary of the whole corpus performs more poor compared to the other three paragraph dictionaries. The result is not surprising because the corpus dictionary has more vocabulary than the paragraph dictionary, which causes it is easy to get an error typos correction by the LCS matching. As shown in Table 14 (in the Supplementary Files), most typos on the base word can be changed to the correct word (at least 90%) when the threshold is set to be 1/5. Table 14 and 15 shows some cases of the correct and wrong typo corrections, respectively. The wrong cases occur when the two correct words have many common characters in the same order as shown in the example of Table 15 (in the Supplementary Files) .
The Precision, Recall, and F1-score values of typos correction by the three paragraph dictionary are shown in Figure 10 . The result shows that the precision of typos correction performed on the paragraph (1) is the best. Although the performance on the paragraph (6) is worse, its recall achieves the best. The reason is because the number of distinct words appearing in paragraph (1) is lesser than the other paragraphs, so it is less likely to cause wrong matching of typos. On the other hand, on paragraph (6), the LCS method detects more typos than the actual number of typos, so that a higher Recall value is achieved. Overall, in terms of F1score, the performance of typos corrections on these three paragraphs can achieve 0.62 or higher. Figure 11 shows the proposed methods for extracting the keywords introduced in subsection 4.2. We consider the following four processing components which may influence the extraction effectiveness: 1) dictionary construction, 2) the threshold value of LIFT filtering, 3) the topic number of LDA, and 3) whether to perform the keyword extension step. The corresponding experiments are from [Exp. 2-1] to [Exp. [2] [3] [4] .
Evaluation on Keyword Extraction of Examination Items
In this part of experiment, the data set consists of the paragraph (2), paragraph (6) , and paragraph (7) in the reports, which describe the special examination items. The terms of the examination items in a structured form of the report, which are listed by a medical expert, are used as the correct answer. An extracted key phrase that contains a correct answer is considered to be predicted correctly. Accordingly, Precision, Recall, and F1-score are measured for the extracted keywords for each paragraph.
Experiment Result
Exp. 2-1 Evaluation of keyword extraction based on various dictionary constructing strategies.
This experiment compares three different strategies for constructing the noun dictionaries: (1) nouns or compound nouns (labeled as NN+NN) that do not contain adjectives, (2) compound nouns (labeled as JJ+NN) that contain adjectives, (3) Union the compound nouns in the former two sets.
The precision, recall, and F1_score of the extracted keywords by using the dictionaries constructed by the three different methods are shown in Figure 12 , Figure 13 , and Figure 14 , respectively.
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The results show that the dictionary established by NN+NN is not as good as the others. The main reason is that the keywords composing an examination item usually contain adjective terms. Accordingly, the dictionary constructed by the discovered NN+NN phrases are not all correct answers and incomplete. By using the dictionary constructed from the union of the NN+NN and JJ+NN phrases, the recall of the extracted keywords is significantly higher than using the other two dictionaries. However, it results in a lower precision than using the (JJ + NN) dictionary. Overall, according to the average F1-score of the three paragraphs, the dictionary composing of the (NN+NN) phrases merged with the (JJ+NN) phrases is selected as the basis for extracting the examination keywords. According to the results of experiments, when num T is set to be 10, the highest precision of the extracted candidate keyword list can be obtained. Besides, when num T is set to be 30, the highest recall can be obtained. For the DIF paragraph, numbered 7, the recall is even higher than 0.9. The reason for getting the above results is that the more the topic number is, the more keywords will be extracted by the LDA topic modeling. Accordingly, more keywords of the examination items are discovered. However, more keywords also get more divergent keywords, which cause accuracy of the extracted keywords drop a little. Overall, when num T is 10, the superior performance of F1-score can be achieved.
Exp. 2-4 Evaluation on the extension for the candidate keywords list.
According to the proposed method for expanding the candidate keyword list proposed in section 4.2, the purpose of this experiment aims to evaluate whether the method improves the effectiveness of the extracted keyword list. The results of precision, recall, and F1 measure by comparing before and after performing the proposed method are shown in Figure 21 . It shows that the proposed method indeed effectively improves the precision and recall values of the extracted candidate keyword list for each paragraph. In other words, to find the corresponding general adjective vocabulary provides a more correct and complete list of keywords for the examination items. Files) shows the words which are not extracted by the proposed method, most of these words have low frequency of occurrence in the reports. The other lost keywords whose probability for a specific topic is lower than the average of the top k probabilities for that topic. It implies these observations rarely occur in the reports of patients.
4.4Evaluation on Structuralization of the Summary Content
Evaluate Method
According to the method proposed in subsection 4.1, this experiment takes the 27 structuralization result for paragraphs (1) Main diagnosis, (3) Comment/Narrative, and (8) Summary for evaluation. The experts manually mark whether the extracted keyword phrases provided important medical information. If the extracted phrase has some missing word not extracted from the report, it is considered to be an incorrect result. In this experiment, 50 structured results of the reports were randomly sampled for each of the three paragraphs, the Precision metric is computed to show the performance according to the manually labeled results.
Experiment Result
The result of this experiment is shown in Figure 22 . It can be found that, for these abstract paragraphs, the extracted diagnoses and observations can achieve a precision of at least 0.9. For the Comment/Narrative paragraph, it achieves precision of 0.98. It implies that the proposed method can well provide a structured form for most of the examination reports for the abstract paragraphs. The small number of errors, as shown Table 17 (in the Supplementary Files) , is mainly caused by the missing keywords which are not completely extracted in the keyword phrases. The reason is the corresponding phrases do not satisfy the combination rules of keyword phrase extraction, but the POS tag patterns rarely appear.
Conclusion and Future Work
Conclusion
This study aims to automatically generate a structured form for a textual examination report. At first, based on the part-of-speech tagging results, some patterns are designed to extract candidates of medical vocabulary from the corpus of nephrology examination reports. Besides, the possible typos and clinical meaningless words are filtered out to construct a medical vocabulary dictionary for each examination paragraph. For the paragraphs of special examination items, the noisy words are removed from the phrases in the established dictionaries. Then the LDA topic modeling is applied to extract the candidate keyword phrases of the examination items. For the abstract paragraphs, the content in each paragraph is matched with the vocabulary dictionary to extract keyword phrases, which are then merged into complete medical terms and assigned in to different categories to show a structured form of the paragraph. The results of a series of experiments show that the methods proposed in this paper can effectively construct a structural form of examination reports. Furthermore, the keywords of the popular examination items can be extracted correctly. The above techniques will help automatic processing and analysis of medical textural reports.
Future Work
According to the results of experiments, in the structured form of the paragraphs, a small number of keywords are missing which are not extracted by the currently proposed part-of-speech pattern rules. We will consider to collect a larger database of examination reports, combined with a pre-constructed medical vocabulary, to automatically learn syntactic pattern to provide a more complete and effective extraction method for keyword phrases. Furthermore, how to analyze the cause of main diagnose from the keywords of the examination item will be studied in the future. Example of the Part-of-Speech tagging result.
Figure 5
Example of sentence separation and semantic meaningless words removing.
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Figure 6
The extracted keyword phrases from the paragraph dictionary.
Figure 7
Example of selecting candidate keywords of the examination items.
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Figure 8
The precision of typos correction by using LCS to correct the base word.
Figure 9
The precision of typos correction by using LCS to correct the content word.
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Figure 10
The result of Precision, Recall, and F1-score of typos correction by using paragraph dictionar Figure 11 Method and Experiment Flowchart.
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Figure 12
The precision of keyword extraction based on different methods of dictionary construction.
Figure 13
The recall of keyword extraction based on different methods of dictionary construction.
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Figure 14
The F1-score of keyword extraction based on different methods of dictionary construction.
Figure 15
The precision of keyword extraction based on different threshold setting on Lift measure.
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Figure 16
The recall of keyword extraction based on different threshold setting on Lift measure Figure 17 The F1-score of keyword extraction based on different threshold setting on Lift measure.
Figure 18
The precision of the extracted candidate keyword list by setting different LDA topic number.
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Figure 19
The recall of the extracted candidate keyword list by setting different LDA topic number.
Figure 20
The F1-score of the extracted candidate keyword list by setting different LDA topic number.
Figure 21
The performance of examination content keyword based on expanding keyword candidate lis
Figure 22
The precision of the structured form for the abstract paragraphs.
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